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Matting for Oil, Gas,
Chemical and
Energy Installations
Tough and exposed sites require high performance products to resist the
elements and, most importantly, to contribute to safety. Water, snow and ice
will often be major hazards but slip resistant open grid matting can provide
a safe solution.
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ROOFS, GANTRIES AND WALKWAYS
Where access to high level areas is required, to attend to equipment or undertake
rountine maintenance, it is important to provide permanent walkways which offer safety
underfoot.
1. Vynagrip, here in Antartica, offers high performance and slip resistance in all weathers.
2. Slip resistant Crossgrip on an industrial gantry.
WASH, SHOWER & CHANGING ROOMS
Slip resistant matting is essential where water may be a problem and there is a need to
maintain safe and hygienic conditions, such as in changing-rooms and shower areas.
Matting incorporating sanitized anti-bacterial and anti-fungal additives ensures
permanent hygiene and protection for bare feet.
3. Heronrib reduces the risk of slips and falls.
4. Herontile is a new press click square tile system which complements roll format Heronrib.
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KITCHENS
Busy kitchens require slip resistant surfaces, especially in wet and greasy areas.
Open grid matting is also highly effective in washing-up areas.
5. Hardwearing Vynagrip Plus provides comfort and high slip resistance.
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STORAGE AREAS
6. Pillomat can be used to protect delicate tool and equipment, such as in this fire tender.
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LIVING QUARTERS
In heavy working conditions, the living and relaxing areas need to be very comfortable
and clean. Removal of external dirt and moisture from boots and shoes is essential. The
Frontrunner entrance flooring system comprises variations to provide primary and
secondary barriers for cleaning boots and shoes effectively and to reduce maintenance.
7. Frontrunner Brush will provide a high performance primary barrier.
WORKING AREAS
Slips, trips and falls can be avoided by using open grid mattings which will provide a very
firm undershoe grip and disperse large volumes of water.
8. Flexigrid is designed to be slip resistant in the toughest offshore situations.
9. This work boat's deck area is covered with slip resistant Vynagrip.
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These applications are only a selection because of limited space.
However, if you have a specific matting or flooring problem to do
with an off-shore on on-shore industrial installation, contact
Plastex as more than likely we may be able to offer a solution.

STANDING FATIGUE
Standing for long periods at control stations, work benches or when operating
machinery can be relived by using anti-fatigue matting which reduces tiredness, aids
concentration and increases productivity.
10. Heronair makes hard work like easier underfoot.
11. Tuff Spun anti-fatigue matting at a control counter.
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